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Global Llnifonn Asymptotic Stabilization of an
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recent work, explicit formulas of smooth
time-varying state feedbacks which make the origin of a model
of an underactuated surface vessel globally uniforrnly àsymptotically stable are proposed. In the present work extrrerimental
results are presented where these control laws are implemented
for control of a model of an offshore supply vessel in order to
investigate the values and limitations of the theoretical results' In
the exferiments the ship is exposed to perturbations including
unmodleled dynamics, waves, currents and measurement noise'
The experiments indicate that the control system possesses some
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bances driving the unactuated
unactuated variables
reference vahie. The time evolutions of the
that the unac13-.
8
and
7,
Figs'
in
Y".t*
i, i, *Au are seen
values' but
desired
their
to
close
tuated variables converge [uite
also here there are some small deviations'
the commanded
The commanded surge control force 1 and
16-I'l
Figs'
in
' The actuator
shown
are
13
yaw control moment
1 N and 1
*ugnitoO" saturations of 1 and 13 are approximately
system experienced
Nni, respectively, so we seà that the control
some actuator saturation in
The norms

t

initially'

Pr=ffi

(31)

and

,, = @i z| + z! + (p *
I

tIï)2 + rtz

+ (r

- r.r)2 (32)
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N
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Fig. 12. Time evolution of the error 1t

-

p.1 [m/sl. (a) ExPerimena' (b)

Simulations.

are shown in Figs. 19-20'
the theoretical and
To better understand the relation between
under the
simulations
exferimental results, we have performed
saturathruster
no
with
ideal conditions of a perfect ship model
disturbances'
tion, no measurement noise andno environmental
is ((1F(3))' (4X6) with parameters

The'simulation model

19.0 d'1 = 4'0
rn22 * 35.2 t/:: - 1Û'0
dg = 1'0'
ïn3;1 =4.2

mrr =

(33)

(34)
(3s)

point of the simulations
The controller pffameters and the set
initial conditions
*"r" or"n equat to (26)' Furthermore' the
(30), and the iniin
equal to the initial conditions
*"r" "t
results
simulation
"tor"n
ts = i2s, as in the experiment' The
,iJ,i*"
4-17
Figs'
in
rlults
*" .t "*"â agether with the experimen$
compar*a fig.. P-IZO, in order to provide a back-to-back
the experiir"" of*r" results of the nurnerical simulation and with the
experiment
figures presenting the

*"rrt. Co*p*ing

the

lrl
(b)

(a)
set point value G -) [cm/s]'
Swav velocity t' (*) together with its
Fiu. I
eiperiments. (b) Simulations'

3.

qualitâtively the trannumerical simulation results, $/e see thât
experiments however' the
sient behavior is quite similar' In the
instead of conIÇ"onu"rg"s to a neighborhood of the set point
î*!i* to tie set pointitself' 1]Me do not tully see in the frgures
in the simulations due to
that the ship converges to the origin
When it comes
tt ti*it"Oiior" of 300 s of the experiments')
differences also in the
to"the numeric values, we observe some
the ship makes
i*rl"r,t u"t uuior. In Fig. 4 we see that the turnsthe
simulations'
in
in the experiment are nL as sharp as those
that the
probable
is
it
Since the kinematic model is *"ll-ktto*n'
are due
results
simulation
differences between experimental and
Having
model'
dynamjc
to effects not taken into uc"ouot inthe
we see in Figs. 11-12
variables,
dynamic
the
at
look
u Àr",
surge velocity 1t'
,t ui ,t" surge velocity u and the transformed
in the experiwell
as
are not able to follow their references
the angulal
for
applies
*"'',* u, in the simulations. The same
r follol
p'
and
making
shown in Figs' 14-15' Since
control
the
of
core
the
""ùtty
is at
the virtual control inputs p'1 and r'1
with
together
backward
design (in order to move flrward and
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Angùler vBhÊjty r (-)

ffd d6hed wl!'ity

rd

The tims evolutim of the enÔr

(- -) ldotlcl

(r-rf) [d€g/s]

150

time
Angular

vdæity

r

and docrcd

slqtty

td

[61

(a)

{- -} tdndel

Thê time evolution oi the

6ttr

(r-rl) [deg/s]

15o

20O

time lsl

Fig.

14.

Angular velocity

r (-) together

with its set point value C

t

tb)

tdedsl'

(a) Experiments. O) Simulations'

Fig. 15. Time evolution of the error t' -

r J Ideg/sl.

(a) ExPeriments.

(b) Simulations.

the unactuated
tuming to create the necessary consol force in
neither the
that
expected
be
,*uV iy"*ics), it is therefore to

(the control frequency r'r of the experisimulations' Fig' 13' magnitude limitations
sway velocity lt converges as well as in the
thruster rate limitations
that *"ir, *u, so low that we do not expect
A lo"rtion is which p-erturbations of the dynamic model
that the to be a problem) were introduced'
of 1'0
giuè *ris result' There are a number of perrurhations
Cybership I has actuator saturation in the magnitude
and that
conyaw
iùp pottiUfv was subjected to during the experiments'
and
force
in surge control
that the control - r.i N *a^ t.o - 1.2 Nm
satwere not taken into account in the ideal model
magnitude
Ércfuator
simula- ffol moment, respectively' Introducing
lowtr
were
d"tig" and analysis is based on, and which is used for
of
values
Nm, the transient
hydrodynamic ef- uration at 1.0 N and 1.0
tions. There were waves, culTents, and also
to those in the experiment' This may
quite
similar
values
a
close to the sides of the pool' There "rà
moved
values of
fects as the ship
-been
i-pfy tftæ the quanttative differences in the transient
modeling errors both in model structure
were
There
may also have
saturation'
.ffi U" ttt" t"sult of actuator magnitude
meaexas
was
*ip*u*"r"rs of Cybership I (see Section II)' there were
which
r'
of
value
rate)' ho'oerr"r no change in the transient
control
yaw
suràent noise and thruster lirnitations (magnitude and
commanded
p""r"a since we see in Fig. l7 thatthe
*ay have been small errors in the feedback since we
À.o, tt
saturation in both experiments
"r"
from a nonlinear ob- moment is below the magnitude
used estimates of the position and velocity
factors that may have and simulations.
server. To seek to identify which of these
We then performed simulations with measuresimulations where we
been the most important, we performed
saturation)' We added meadynamic modgl ment noise (without actuator
introduced different perturbations to the ideal
standard deviasurement noise of zero mean value and
and unmodeled inWaves and currents, model parameter errors
full scale offthe
for
m
(conesponding to 3'5
noise and thruster tion 5 cm
ertia and damping cross terms, measurement
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Commnded Yaw @nlrol momont lNml
Commanded Surge control iorce [N]

Commanded Yaw contrcl moment [Nm]
Commanded Surge contrcl force {Nl
16

14

150

rire

150

tine
(b)

Fig. 16.

Commanded surge control

Isl

(b)

[s]

force

7r tNl. (a) ExPeriments'

(b) Simulations'

Fig. 17. Commanded yaw control moment

73

tNml. (a)

ExPeriments'

(b) Simulations.

variables e;.&d g' and zero
shore supply vessel) to the position
of I deg to the yaw
deviation
*""" ti"" toise with a standard
measuremont noise
angle d.'. This corresponds to the maximum
controls then of
The
experience'
;*ptt vesset typicatty coold
which-was transferred
course became more noisy, som;thing
velocities u and r'
sway
and
surge
thË

to the states, mainly to

ma-

and added mass
tothediagonal elements of the inertia
diagonal
loE:yYthe
subuacting
*^,Àou,i = 1,2,3, andby
the
making
3'i'e"
2'
l'
d'
;i";;;; of the damping *ut'i", ii,'i =
damping
,irip-it""i" larger and the stabilizing hydrodynamic whether
investigate
to
for'
designed
less than the controller is

ZOVo

for differences between
model parameter €rrors can be a source
gave rise to some small
This
results'
and simulation
of the
"-"p*iÀ".,
thesetwostatesthataredirectlyaffectedby.land13,while
in the earlier quite sinus like time evolution
J"îo-ution
filtered
mainly
is
controls
inthe
other
the
in
for the other states the noise
rr and also gave some small ripples
severe
quite
i.riri*
the
Despiæ
the
kincmatics'
to
"*i"ule
got somewhat closer
UV the dynamics and
states. The simulation ,es,ilÉ, thus,
features
main
the
"r"V
simulation'
the
in
been
mav have
measurement noise we add
tesults, and this indicates that there
Comparing these ;;;;;
these do not
experiments'.but
of the simulation results remain the same'
the
in
11 and 14 model parameter errors
Figs'
from
see
can
we
;;-d" with the experiment,
thc differences in experiment and
below secm to be a major reason for
well
but
noise'
by
affected
possible modeling erthat u, and r are somewhat
is ,i*urutioo r"ritr. To further investigate
noise
Measurement
simulations'
the
parameter errors of the diagthe noise added in
in ;;;;, ; included in addition to the
differences
the
for
reason
main
u
U"
aîd?71'32 in the matrix of
therefore unlikely ,o
onal terms the nondiagonal terms mB
results'
tl32 in the damping maexperimental and simulation
inertia and added mass, and also d23 and
measurement
and
saturation
actuator
W" ,fr"n removçd both
tobe 3O1o of the current values
adding trix. These terms where chosen
by
parameters
model
simulation
nolr", unO changed the

Til-"gt*t

of
rvith the fact that*it is the dynamic equations
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o'1

{x,Y,trsi,u'v,rl

Level 0: failure

150

nme

lsl

(â)

Fig.

18.

Thê f,orm ol [x

the €xperirnent' Vatue 3: OK'
Stâtus of the camera system during

Y Psi u

v0

Value 0: failure.

the choice of
of rnz2, m3i, d22and dsr, respectively' {lttrgueh
random' the simulated behavior
these terms had to be soiiewhât

of the experiment'

,fr"*"a a closer resemblance with the results
of the states was less srnooth and
In short the time
"notoiion
the r:g plane'

25

be less sharp in
the turns of the ship were seen to
assumptions of diagonal masimplifying
This indicates that the

oice'"rinertiaandhydrodynamicdampingmaybeanimpor-and

experimental
tant reason for the differences seen between
theoretical
*ï;witg results.
an enthe modeling errors' we then introduced
constant
A
model'
vironmentai'disturbance ii the simulation
bias of currents and
the
for
model
a
as
used
was
earth/fixed force
th9 ship to a constant
*"*t ,ft" affected the ship' We exposed and
y-directions' This
rforce of 0.05 N in both the^gar*t-n^"a
body-fixed coordinate system
also gave a yaw moment as the
This did not
î"r p'r"""J io c- in front of the center of gtavity'
be"steady-state'o
uffol ttt" transient behavior as much as the
simulation
the
in
zero as
havior. Instead of converging toward
sway poslûon vanunactulte!
the
now
unOer iOeat assumptions,
oscillating with
kept
u"lo"ity after about 150^s
able 3l and swuy

'
cm' One of the rearÀ"ff amplitude uboui uo error of about2}
"-"t. f". ,hi, oruy be that the actuated velocities u and r are not

functions uY and 11 a1w1ll.as
able to follow the virnral control
may be the lack of diswithout the disturbance' Another reason
y
Furthermore ' we saw
t"tiuo". uAupt"tion or integral effects in '
steady oscillations
into
,fr"ift" **it"A velocitieJrr' and r went
where u
development
control
about zero. This agrees with the

andrareusedasvirtualinputstotheunactuatedsystem.Whencre.
not Zeroo the confioller
u," onu"tout*d variables g-*a,, are
inputs u and rto create a control
ates oscillations in the virtual
to disturbances g and u do
force in sway. Therefor", whenàue
algorithm will create steady
not converge ,o,"to,'th" control
reflected in the controls 1
oscillations in u and r' This is also
seen in the experiments' In
arrd r2.A similar behavior is also
the experiment' shown in
the time evolution of u andTr during
oscillations' and this is
Figs. 11 and 14, *"
"o*"*poodlng
'L
17' These simulations
and
16
also reflected inthe controls' figs'
disturbances may be a major
may indicate that environmenà

150
Tire Isl

200

(1')

Fig.

19.

Norm p1' (a) Experiments' (b) Simulations'

that the system showed in the
source of the steady oscillations
that there
To conclude, the simulations indicated
and exsimulation
in
"^pJ*"*t.
were two main rçasons for the differences
dyunmodeled
particular
in
neriment results. Modeling errors'
transient
in
difference
the
u" iniportant to

ffiilJ;;;;"","

to create sta-

was seen
Lehavior, and environmental disturbances
the
experiments'
,iorr*y oscillations as observcd in
furthermore illustrated that
The simulations and experiments
something
ship had some robustness properties,
tr,"
particular'
In
in
results
""'t,"rr"d
[24]'
with the theoretical
îft"tt
asymptotiuniformly
"t*pfies
globally
since the origin is showed to be
properties (that are not
,,uUf", ifte ship has some robustness

particular' when
"JÇ
gî"i*r*O uy gtoË* asymptotic stability)' In
converge to
will
it
perturbations
ifr" *ftip is exposed to t*utt
The
stability).
l'n"l-gr,uurr,ooa or trr" origin lsmall-signal.,L-'
is strictly increasing with the size of
size of this neighborhood

,JplÀrfuriois

the experiments the
[19,læmma O':1' nuring
of perturbations' and also in the

ship was subjected to u nombe'
both in model structure
simulations. There were modeling errors
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Ihe rcrm

of

[21.2233,(u-uf)'v'(r-O]

larger than the
and À;" in (23) should have to be chosen
aims at dominating the unde;il ;; unO f in 1t8;, 'io"" (23)them,
the experiments showed
sired terms rather than cancelling
with the control
,fr" tpp"tlr". In particular, in tù experiments
(used
1
f"*irbl we had to increase À;r, and k' fr?Tactuator
saturatlon
p"titLti" with (23)) to 2 it order to avoid
is that the
this
for
reason
and get good performance' A probable
gains

k,

l*:.::

dynamics' due to modeling
ærms and' hence'
errors rather introduced
large enough
it" "ooooff"t gains Â;,, and fr" had to be chosen
experiments
the
in
seen
to dominate these. Furthertnore' it was
w€re generrors
stationary
that despite more control efforts, the
that
indicates
(23)'
This
;;Jti;g"t than with the controller
than
errors
gin"iu system that is more robust to modeling

attempts

of (1S) to cancel

'y't"*
some destabilizing

tZ:l

(18) does'

V. CoNcl-usroN
in order

S":9o: II)' Furthermore'

results
In this paper we have presented e*p"-1i1"n1a1
of the theory
limitations
the
and
value
a U"r* orrà"rrtund the
stapt"r"ti"O in [241. The globally asy.mptotically uniformly the
for
implemented
bilizing control law preJented in t2al was
scale 1:70, at
vessel,
supply
offshore
an
oiof a model ôf
results complied
"*t
the GNC laboratory, NTNU' The expàrimental
results' In
theoraical
the
givenby
properties
with the robustness
uniformly
purti"tf-, since tfre origin was-proved to be^a globally
'ômpoti"uffy stable àquilibrium point of the.ship' when the
dvnamics'
;it;"t suupcteo to pËrrurbationi tik" unmodeled
predictedilll
*un"r, currents and measurement noise, theory
of the origin' This
the ship would converge to a neighborhood
ship was
in all the experiments performed' as the
*u, 't
went
ship
"rifi"d
of the
seen to converge to a neighborhood
tsin The
Specifrcally'
irrto ,tution-f oscillatioîs in this neighborhood'
kept quite close to
while the unactuated sway variables wefe
oscillations in the
their reference values, theL were stationary
and yaw' Simulaur*r-r"a degrees of freedom, i'e', in surge
these stationary osciltions indicated that the main reason for
This suggests that fulations was envitonmental disturbances'
account these disturbances'
tore *ort should aim at taking into

limitations (magnitude
there were measurement noise, thruster
hydrodylamic effects as the
and rate), waves' currentso and also
-trï*.t"d close to the sides of the pool' that were not taken
analysis' Also' there may
into account in the control design and
we used estimates
small errors in the feedback since

p"na"n control
comparing experiments with
fZgl, tZland t12li Furthermore
have some'

th€ mm ol

Fig.

20.

Iz1 Z2

zg (mu-mul) v (t-rf)l

Norm p1. (a) Experiments' (b) Simulations'

and parameters of Cybership

I

(see

It is still an open quespossibly including an adaptation the-me'
counteract disturtion whether it is possible to firlly adapt and
onlv two 11!e;
i*", in all threè degrees of fràedom having
given in [13]'
are
itp"Ë' (Preliminary results

;;;"b*"
actuator saturation could
Simula- simulations it was seen that
nonlinear.observer'
a
from
velocity
and
p.tiri"n
important impact on the transient behavior
the ship con- iuip-UaUfy not an
perturbations'
"iÀ"
these
all
without
to be quite
that
,ioo, ,io*"d
Unmoaleled âynu*i"t' ho-"t'"t' 3eemed
the perturbations of the ;:"tc".
of
magnitude
The
In particorigin.
behavior'
the
;;;;J;;
in transient
but evidently ft"p.i*t for the differences
measured'
be
not
and
could
inertia
the
of
experiments
thç
,*i tn
i" future work the nondiagonal elements
result to hold'
robustness
the
control
for
the
in
enough
"i*,
account
;;; ;t;;dl
be taken into
the action of àulping matrices should
For comparison, in order to fufiher understand
(23)' we also performed exthe relativiy simple conffol law
con*itrt and r' given bythe full backstepping
;;;;t
",,
undesired
cancelling
at
trol law (18). The control liw (18) aims
(23) that aims
;;;, ; oppor"d to the simpler control larv in we would
exClearly
uirurft", dominating the undeiired terms'
also
simpler
being
to
;;;A;h*t type if feedbackin addition
was supported by the experito be more robust. This hypothesis
pven tt'ouËn one could expect that the controller
,n"rrtut r"rutts;

design and analYsis.

that a simplified
The experiments supported the conjecture
undesired ærms
version oithe control law aiming at domilating
to modrobustness
better
,utfr"r ttrun cancelling them, wili ha"e
also
was
It
law'
conlo1
than a iull backstepping
;il;;;^
control
the
choosing
in
noted that there was a lot of ru"Aom
to find good criteria for
oarameters, and efforts should be made
this choice for practical implementation'
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